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Abstract:  This paper presents a formal verification method for AADL (architecture analysis and design language) models by TASM 
(timed abstract state machine) translation. The abstract syntax of the chosen subset of AADL and of TASM are given. The translation rules 
are defined clearly by the semantic functions expressed in a ML-like language. Furthermore, the translation is implemented in the model 
transformation tool AADL2TASM, which provides model checking and simulation for AADL models. Finally, a case study of space GNC 
(guidance, navigation and control) system is provided. 











???????????.??,????? AADL ??????????????,???? BIP(behavior 
interaction priority)[4]?Fiacre[5]??????? TLA+[6]????? Signal[7]?,??????????????
????????. 
AADL ?????????????????????,????????????????????
??.??? AADL ????????????(translational semantics)???[8,9],?,????????(??





?????(abstract state machine,?? ASM)[15]?????????????????????.???
????????????????????????,2006?,MIT? ASM??????????????
(timed abstract state machine,?? TASM)[16,17].??? BIP,Fiacre,TLA+,Signal?????,TASM??????
??????????????????,???????. 
??,???????? TASM? AADL??????,??????: 
(1) ????????? AADL??,????????????; 
(2) ????? TASM?????; 
(3) ?????????? AADL??? TASM?????????,???? ML[18]???????
???????. 
??,???????????,?? AADL ??????? OSATE[19],????? AADL ??????
?????AADL2TASM,??????????? UPPAAL[20]???????? TASM ToolSet[21]? AADL
?????????. 
??? 1????? AADL???????.? 2????? AADL???????.? 3??? TASM
?????????????.? 4 ???????????.? 5 ????? AADL2TASM ??????.
? 6??????????????????,?? AADL2TASM???????.? 7?????????.
? 8???????,????????????. 












AADL ??????????,?????? AADL ???????.??,??????(error model 
annex)[23]????????????????????????,??????????;???? ARINC653
??,??? ARINC653????[24].AADL???????????????[2,3,25]. 
   
2   AADL???????? 
? 2004 ? AADL ????????,???????????????????.??,???????
AADL V1.0 (AS5506),AADL V2.0 (AS5506A)? AADL V2.1 (AS5506B)? 3???,AADL V2.2??????

















{ Iports: set of PORT; 
 Oports: set of PORT; 
Processes: set of Process; 
 CPU: Processor; 
 Memories: set of Memory; 
 Buses: set of Bus; 
 Initial_Mode: SOM; 
 Mode_Transitions: set of SOM_Transition; 
} 
Type Process:= 
{ Iports: set of PORT; 
 Oports: set of PORT; 
Threads: set of Thread; 
 Connections: set of Connection; 
 Initial_Mode: SOM; 






{ Iports: set of PORT; 
 Oports: set of PORT; 
Period: DURATION; 
BCET: DURATION; 
 WCET: DURATION; 
 Deadline: DURATION; 
 DispatchType: {periodic,aperiodic,sporadic}; 
Behavior: BehaviorAnnex; 
 Modes: set of SOM; 
} 
Type Connection:= 
{ SourcePort: PORT; 
 ConnectionType: {immediate,delayed}; 
 DestinationPort: PORT; 
 Modes: set of (SOM?SOM_Transition); 
} 
Type BehaviorAnnex:= 
{ States: set of BASTATE; 
Transitions: set of BA_Transition; 
} 
Type SOM_Transition:= 
{ SourceMode: SOM; 
 TransitionType: {emergency,planned}; 
 DestinationMode: SOM; 
 Event: EVENT; 
} 
Type BA_Transition:= 
{ SourceState: BASTATE; 
 DestinationState: BASTATE; 
 Time: DURATION; 
 Guard: EXPRESSION; 
 Action: (Iports(th)?VALUE)?Oports(th)?VALUE; 
} 
   
3   TASM?????? 




?? 1. TASMSPEC=?E,ASM?,??????: 
(1) ?? E=?EV,TU,ER?,EV??????,?????? TU?,?????????Boolean?????
???????????;ER={(rn,rs)}???????????,???????????????, 
rn??????,rs=[lower,upper]????????. 
(2) ??? ASM=?MV,CV,IV,R?,???? MV(monitored variables)??????????????;??
?? CV(controlled variables)??????????????;???? IV(internal variables)???
??????????,???????;R=?n,t,RR,r??????????,n ??????,t ???
????????,????????,?????[tmin,tmax],??????? next(t:=next ????
??????,????????),RR ??? rn:=rs ?????,r ????“if Condition then 
Action”?????,??,Condition??????????,Action??????????skip???
??,???“else then Action”??. 




????? 3?:????(main ASM)?????(sub ASM)??????(function ASM).?????????
??????,????????????????. 
??,TASM???????? UPPAAL[20]???????? TASM ToolSet[21]???????????
???????????????????????????. 




:: : exp | | if  then | else then | ( , ) |  
       | ( , ) | |
:: , || || ... ||
P x skip BExpr P P time t t P time next P
resource r r r P P P P P
TASM E P P P











4   ?? TASM? AADL?????? 
?? AADL???????? TASM?????,???“???????”???????????. 
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  ( _ ( )) ( _ ( ))
  (
pr s Processes tr s Mode transitions
sch s Processor th pr Threads
cn pr Conne
Translate s System
Trans ProcessData pr Trans ModeData tr








_ ( )) ( _ ( )),
  || _ ( ) || ( || _ ( )) ||
  ( || _ ( )) || ( ||
ctions th pr Threads
pr s Processes tr s Mode transitions
sch s Processor
Trans ConnectionData cn Trans BehaviorAnnexData th








_ ( )) ||
  ( || _ ( )) || ( || _ ( ))
th pr Threads
cn pr Connections th pr Threads
Trans Thread th
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 IF THEN ELSE
 






???? 4.2.1. AADL????? TASM??????. 
Trans_ProcessData(pr)= 







??,???????????????? 7?????(Loading Begin,Loading Complete,Loading Abort, 
Starting Complete,Starting Abort,Process Stop,Process Normal)? TASM???.TASM???????????
???,?????????????.????: ? Started(processor)???????????,?? Started(processor)=true; ? Abort(processor)??????????; ? Load(th)???????????????; ? Stop(processor)?????????,?? Stop(processor)=false,???? Process Normal??,???
   
?? loaded??. 
?????????? TASM???. 
???? 4.2.2. AADL????????? TASM??. 
_ ( )
 _ ( )
    //  Rule Loading Begin
 0 (if ( )  and ( ) true then
                         ( ) :  )
 //  Rule Loading Complete
TASM Process pr








 (if ( )  and ( ) false then
                                       ( ) : )
 //  Rule Loading Abort
 0 (if ( )  and ( ) true
e LoadTime State pr loading Abort processor
State pr starting
time State pr loading Abort processor
? ??? ? ?
?
?  then
                       ( ) :  )
 //  Rule Starting Complete 
 (if ( )  and ( ) false then
                                          ( ) :
State pr unloaded




( ( ) : true))
 //  Rule Starting Abort 
 0 (if ( )  and ( ) true then
                       ( ) : )




time State pr starting Abort processor
State pr unloaded
time
?? ? ? ?? ? ???
?
?  ( )  and ( ) true  then
                        ( ) : )
 //  Rule Process Normal
 (else then
                             )
IN _ ( )













Fig.1  Execution states and actions of an AADL SOM transition 
? 1  AADL?????????????? 



















???? 4.3.1. AADL??????? TASM??????. 
Trans_ModeData(tr)= 







???.????Waiting Hyper Period,Mode Transition In Progress,Mode Transition??Waiting MCR? 4??
?,??????? Activation(th)? Activation(cn)????????????????.??????,???
?? Hyper(critical_old)?????,??? Waiting Hyper Period???????????,????????
Mode_transition_in_progress ??;??????,??????,?????? Mode_transition_in_progress ?
?,?????????.MCR ?????????,??[0,Hyper(critical_old)]??????? MCR ???.
?? Hyper(critical_continue)*???????? ,? ,? Mode_transition_in_progress ??? End_of_SOM_ 
transition??????????,???????????? Manage_Hyper_Continue???????. 





//  Rule Waiting Hyper Period
 .  















and  and false then
                                                   : true)
 //  Rule Mode Transition In Progress




? ??? ?IF THEN
 
   
( ) \ ( )
 0 (if  and true and true then
                : true : true
               
th threads newSOM threads oldSOM
time CurrentSOM oldSOM SOMRequest ArriveHyperPeriod
ModeTransitionInProgress FlagNewSOM
Activa?
? ? ?? ? ? ??
?
( ) \ ( )
( ) \ ( )
( ) : true ( ) : false
               ( ) : false)
 0 (if  and true
th threads oldSOM threads newSOM
cn connections oldSOM threads newSOM
tion th Activation th
Activation cn
time CurrentSOM oldSOM SOMRequest
?
?
? ? ? ? ?? ?
? ?ELSE ?
( ) \ ( )
( ) \ ( ) (
 then 
                : true ( ) : true
               ( ) : false
th threads newSOM threads oldSOM





? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ?
) \ ( )
( ) : false)
 //  Rule SOM transition
 .  
 0 (if true and false then






?? ? ? ??
IF THEN
?
( ) \ ( )
Re : false
                   ( ) : true
                   : false : false)
 0 (if 






? ? ?? ? ?? ? ?
ELSE
?
( ) \ ( )
true then
                   : ( ) : true
                   : false : false)
 
cn connections newSOM threads oldSOM
itionInProgress




?? ? ? ? ?? ? ?
AND _ _
 ( _ ) (if true then
                                                           : false)
 
//  Produce MCR
(0, ( _ )) (if (
ge Hyper Continue
time Hyper critical continue
FlagNewSOM
MCR




? )  and  and false then
                                                        : true)
 //  Rule Waiting Next Event
 (else  )
 .
loaded CurrentSOM oldSOM SOMRequest
SOMRequest







_ _ || _ _ ||
_ _ ||
nType planned
TASM SOM Transition Manage Hyper Continue MCR




4.4   ????????????? 
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??,??????? 4.4.1????? 4.4.2. 















{ ConnectionType: {immediate,delayed}; 
… 
} 
???? 4.4.2. ?????????????????? TASM??. 
_ ( )
 _ ( )
//   
 0 (if ( )  and ( ) true then
                   ( ) : _ )
//  Rule Activation
 0 (if ( ) _
TASM Thread th
Rule Initialization
time State th halted Load th
State th waiting mode









 and ( ) true then
                    ( ) : _ )
 //  Rule Dispatch 
 0 (if ( ) _  and ( ) true then
                    ( ) :
mode Activation th
State th waiting dispatch
Time State th waiting dispatch Dispatch th
State th waiti
??? ? ??? _ ( ) : ( ) ( ) : false)
 //  Rule Waiting Execution
 0 (if ( ) _   _ ( ) true then
                    ( ) : _
ng execution Iport th IportBuffer th Dispatch th
Time State th waiting execution and Get CPU th
State th execution
? ? ? ?? ? ?? ?? Trans Co _ ( ))
 //  Rule Execution
( ( ), ( ))   100 (if ( )  then
                    ( ) : ( ( ))  ( ) :
 
_ (
Time BCET th WCET th Resource Processor State th execution
Oport th ComputeOutPut Iport th State th completed Get CPU t
? ?? ? ? ?? ?
nnection Read th
) : false)
 //   Rule Write Data
 0 (if ( )  then
                    ( ) : _ _ _ _ _ ( ))
 //  Rule Waiting Next Event
 (else then 
h
Time State th completed





Trans Connection Write Imm th
)
 //   Rule Deactivation
 0 (if ( ) _   ( ) false then





time State th waiting dispatch and Activation th
State th waiting mode
Dispatcher th
Dispatch protocol Periodic
? ? ??? ?AND IF THEN
?
ispatch Thread
 0 (if ( ) true and ( ) _  and ( ) false then
                   ( ) : true : true)
 // Rule Waiting Period
 
time Activation th State th waiting dispatch Dispatch th
Dispatch th WaitingNextDispatch
time Perio
? ? ?? ? ??
?
( ) (if true then                                     
                                   : false _ _ _ ( )
                              
d th WaitingNextDispatch
WaitingNextDispatch
?? ?? Trans Connection Write Delay th
    ( ) : _ )
 // Rule Waiting Next Event
State th waiting mode? ??
 
   
 (else then )
_  
// Rule Dispatch Thread
 [0,Max] (if ( ) true and ( ) _  and ( ) false then
                      
time Next skip
Dispatch protocol Aperiodic






        ( ) : true : true)
 // Rule Prepare Next Dispatch
 0 (if ( )  and true then 
                   : false (
Dispatch th WaitingNextDispatch
time State th completed WaitingNextDispatch
WaitingNextDispatch State
? ? ?? ? ?? ?? ) : _ )
 // Rule Waiting Next Event
 (else then )
//
// Rule Dispatch Thread










                                        ( ) : true : true)
 // Rule Prepare Next Dispatch
 0 (if ( )  and true then 
            
Dispatch th WaitingNextDispatch
time State th completed WaitingNextDispatch
? ? ?? ? ??
( )
       : false ( ) : _ )
 // Rule Waiting Next Event
 (else then )
_ ( ) || ( )
_ _ ( )
ip Iports th cn Connections
WaitingNextDispatch State th waiting mode
time next skip





Trans Connection Read th
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )  
: ( )
_ _ _ ( ) (
DestinationPort cn ip ConnectionType cn immediate
op Oports th cn Connections




? ? ? ?? ? ?
?
? ?Trans Connection Write Imm th
( )
( ) ( )
( )) :
_ _ _ ( ) ( ( )) :
op Oports th cn Connections
ConnectionType cn delayed SourcePort cn op
onPort cn op
IportBuffer DestinationPort cn op? ? ? ?? ? ?
?
? ? ?Trans Connection Write Delay th
 










Fig.2  Execution states and actions of an AADL thread component 
? 2  AADL???????????? 
??,????????/??????????(??? 100%)????????? TASM????,??
   
???????????? IportBuffer,??????;??,????????????????? 8 ???
??(Initialization,Activation,Dispatch,Waiting Execution,Execution,Write Data,Waiting Next Event,Deactivation)
? TASM??? TASM_Thread(th): ? Initialization ??:??????????????,?????? Load(th):{true,false}???,???
???????? 4.2?????. ? Activation??:????????????(Enter(mode)),??????? Activation(th)=true???,
??????????? 4.3??????. ? Dispatch??:??????????(dispatcher)???,???????????????????
?,?????? Dispatch(th):{true,false}???,?? IportBuffer????????????. ? Waiting Execution ??:????????????????? ,???????? Get_CPU(th): 
{true,false}???,???(scheduler)???????? 4.5????. ? Execution ??:??????????,?????????[BCET,WCET],???“ComputeOutPut”
??????????,???????????????????????,?????????,
????????????,??? 4.6????. ? Write Data??:??????,????????????????? IportBuffer??. ? Waiting Next Event??:?????????????????,???????????????
??????????????????,?????? TASM?????????:t:=next. ? Deactivation ??:????????????(Exit(mode)),??????? Activation(th)=false ??
?,??????????? 4.3??????. 
4.4.2   ???? 
? AADL?,????????????,???????????????,????????????
????????? 6?????,?????????? 3???. 
????????????????? Dispatcher(th)???,????????????????,??
???????? Dispatch(th)??????? State(th)???.??? t:=[0,max]????????????,
? t:=[period,max]???????????.??,Dispatch Thread????: ? ??????????,??????????,??????. ? ???????,???????,???????????,???????????.??????
???????,?????????????. ? ??????????,????????,???????????. 
4.4.3   ?????? 
????????????????????.????????????(sampled),????????
???,????????????,???????????????????.??,AADL???????









   
????,?????. ? ?????? 
(1) ????????????????. 
(2) ????:?? Synchronous,Oversampling,Undersampling? 3???,????????????. 
(3) ????:??????? Deadline ??(??????)??????????,???????
Dispatch??????????????????,??????????. 
??,??????????? TASM????;??,??????????????????????





4.5   ??? 
????????????????,????????: ? ??,???????????????????????????????????,?????
????????,????????(offline scheduling).??????????????????
?,?,??????????????,??????????????????. ? ?? ,AADL ????????????????? ,????????????RMS?EDF?
SporadicServer?SlackServer?? ARINC653?????.???????????????????
RMS?????,???????.?? AADL????,??????????. 
??????????? TASM????,?? CPU?? free? busy????. 
???? 4.5.1. AADL??????? TASM??????. 
Trans_SchedulerData= 










 //  Rule Scheduling Thread 
 0 (if ( ) _  and  and  then
                     _ ( ) : true : )
...
 //  Rule W
TASM Scheduler
th
time State th waiting execution Token th CPU free
Get CPU th CPU busy
? ?
































Data port Event data port Event port
Rule: Execution
 
Fig.3  Relation between the behavior annex and execution model 
? 3  ?????????????? 
??,???????????:????(state variables)??? TASM????;??(state)??????




??,???? Guard? Action???????: 
Guard????????(?event?)??????????(?BExpr?),??????????:“on ?BExpr?”?
“when ?BExpr?”,???????: ?guard?::=?BExpr?|[on ?BExpr??] ?event? [when ?BExpr?]. ?event????????????(P?)???????????????(P?(x)),P ????,x ?????,??
???? Boolean?????????,x????????????????;?BExpr???????????
????????????,?????? TASM???????,on ?BExpr????????????? 
???????,? when ?BExpr?????????????????.????????? ? ?guard . 
Action????????????????????????????.???????????? TASM
???????;??????(P!(x),P=x)?????(P!),???? Boolean ?????????,x ????
????????? ;?????????? ,?????????????????? ,????
(Computation(min,max))???? CPU ???,????(Delay(min,max))???????????,????




???? 4.6.1. AADL????? TASM??????. 
   
Trans_BehaviorAnnexData(th)= 








 //  Rule Execution
_ ( )
//    
...
_ ( )
 ( _ )
                  (if ( )
BA th Behavior BA tr BA Transitions
Rule Write Data












? ? and ( _ ) and ( _ ) true then
                       : ( _ ) ( ) : ( _ )( ( ))
//  Rule Behavior Annex Completion
on CurrentBAState SourceState BA tr Guard BA tr
CurrentBAState DestinationState BA tr Oport th Action BA tr Iport th
T
? ?? ? ??
 0 (if ( ) true then




5   AADL2TASM?????? 
?????????,?? AADL ??????? OSATE[19],??????????? AADL2TASM,?
??? AADL???????????.??????? 4??. 
Applications




























Fig.4  Architecture of the model transformation toolAADL2TASM 
? 4  AADL2TASM??????????? 





(2) ???????,???????? ATL(atlas transformation language)[28]??? AADL ???
TASM???????,TASM????????UPPAAL???????? TASM ToolSet???
???????.???UPPAAL??????OSATE??,??MIT???????[17],??ATL
?? TASM??? UPPAAL???????,???????????????? OSATE??,?
?????. 





6   ???? 
6.1   ???? 
??????????,? GNC??,???????????????,??????????????
???????





(data process unit,??DPU),?DPU?????????????????(local terminal unit,?? LTU).??
?????????? 5??. 
 
Fig.5  Simplified architecture of the GNC system 
? 5  GNC????????? 
6.2   ???? 
??? AOCS?????.AOCS?????????????,?????? S_AOCS_Process????
?? AOCS_Proc?????? AOCS_Mem????? AOCS_LAN?? 3?????,??????????




Fig.6  AADL graphic model of the AOCS subsystem 




????(orbit filter)????? 1(attitude guidance 1)????? 1(attitude control 1)????? 2(attitude 
guidance 2)????? 2(attitude control 2)??????(guidance law)????.???????????
360ms,?? ,??????????? 360ms,??????? .?????? ,Star_Sensor_Data_Sampling, 
Gyroscope_Data_Sampling,Attitude Filter,Camera_Data_Sampling,Orbit Filter,Attitude Guidance 1,Attitude 
Control 1 ?????????;??????,Gyroscope_Data_Sampling,Attitude Filter,Accelerometer_Data_ 
Sampling,Orbit Filter,Guidance Law,Attitude Guidance 2,Attitude Control 2?????????.??????
??????????,????????????????????.? 1??? AOCS?????????
?????????(?????)???????. 
Table 1  Parameters of the tasks of the AOCS subsystem 
? 1  AOCS???????? 
Thread Period (ms) Execution time (ms) Power (W) Memory (KB) Mode 
Star_Sensor_Data_Sampling 360 32 [2,10] 256 Stabilization 
Gyroscope_Data_Sampling 360 32 [5,20] 256 Stabilization maneuver 
Camera_Data_Sampling 360 32 [5,10] 1 024 Stabilization 
Accelerometer_Data_Sampling 360 32 [1,3] 256 Maneuver 
Attitude_Filter 360 64 [5,10] 1 024 Stabilization maneuver 
Orbit_Filter 360 64 [5,10] 1 024 Stabilization maneuver 
Attitude_Guidance 1 360 64 [2,10] 512 Stabilization 
Attitude_Control 1 360 64 [2,10] 512 Stabilization 
Attitude_Guidance 2 360 64 [2,10] 512 Maneuver 
Attitude_Control 2 360 64 [2,10] 512 Maneuver 
Guidance_Law 360 32 [5,10] 256 Maneuver 
   
6.3   ????????? 
?? AADL2TASM??????,?? AADL??? TASM???????. 
??,???? TASM ToolSet?????? TASM??????.TASM ToolSet??????????
???????,??????????????????.? 7??? TASM?????????????. 
??,TASM ToolSet ??????????????????,???????????????,??, 
TASM ToolSet ?????????????????????? 4 ?????????????????,
?? 8??. 
 
Fig.7  Time simulation of the TASMToolSet 
? 7  ?? TASMToolSet??????? 
Fig.8  Resource simulation of the TASMToolSet 
? 8  ?? TASMToolSet??????? 
??,?? UPPAAL ????????????????????,UPPAAL ? TASM ToolSet ????,
??? TASM??????????????.???? TASM2UPPAAL??????,?????????
?????,?? 9?? 10??. 
 
Fig.9  Timed automaton expression of 
mode change 
? 9  ????? 
??????? 
Fig.10  Timed automaton expression of the task of 
Star_Sensor_Data_Sampling 
? 10  Star_Sensor_Data_Sampling??? 
??????? 
TASM ???????? Integer,Boolean,Float ?????????,? UPPAAL ??? Integer ??,?
????????,??????,?? n ???,? UPPAAL ???? int[0,n?1]???,“0”??? 1 ??
?,“n?1”??? n???,??Boolean??,? int[0,1]???,??,“0”?? true,“1”?? false;TASM?UPPAAL
?????????,TASM?????????,?UPPAAL?????????,??,?? TASM????
??,? UPPAAL ??????????????,???? waiting_hyper_period_S,begin_mode_change_S2M
   





A[?](CurrentMode==0) imply (Activation_SSDS==0); 





7   ???? 
????????? AADL ?????????,???? BIP,Fiacre,TLA+,Signal,IF,RTMaude,ACSR, 
Lustre,Petri Net?????. 
?? Verimag?????? AADL? BIP?????[4],?????????????????????
????,???????????????????;??????,??????????????,??
????????????????????. 




?????????????????,? TLA+??????? TLC???????. 
?? INRIA-Rennes????????? Signal? AADL???????[7],?????????????
???????;?????,?????????????????,?????????????????
??????. 
Abdoul??? AADL??? IF??[10],??????????????? IF???,??? AADL??
?????,??? IF????? AADL???????;?????,?? AADL?????? IF????,
?????????????,??? IF?????;????????????????????. 








??????????,??[30]????? AADL ???????????,???? AADL ????
??;??[31]? AADL????????????,???? AADL????????. 
????? AADL2TASM?????????????????????????????: 
(1) AADL ??:???????????????????,???????????? AADL ??,
???????????????????????????. 




??????,??????????:??????? TASM ????,??????? TASM ?
??,???? ML??????????????. 










?????:(1) ????????????????? AADL ????????????????,???
????????,????????(timed transition system,?? TTS)???? AADL?????,????
?????????(reference semantic);(2) ????????? TASM ??? TASM ?????????
????,????? TTS;(3) ???? TTS????????(simulation equivalence),?,AADL?????
? AADL ? TASM ??????????,???????? Coq[34]??????????.??,????
“? TTS??? AADL??? AADL????????”???.????????????,???????
??,???????????????????,???? AADL????????????. 
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